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Key Product Features

TSI is dedicated to
providing you with the
video surveillance
equipment necessary for
protecting your transit
customers and assets.



Immediate system status



Bright LEDs increase visibility



Ideal for bus and rail installations



Compact size allows for ease of
placement

EQUIPMENT
DURABILITY
TSI’s TransView equipment
is designed specifically for
the mobile transit
environment. It offers the
reliability and durability
necessary for the rigors of
bus and rail installations.
QUALIFIED
EXPERIENCE
TSI personnel have the
perfect mix of transit and
engineering experience
necessary to ensure the
highest quality transit
products and services.



Easy installation

The TransIT Solutions TransView 4 Color Status
LED is versatile, reliable, and ideal for bus and

12 Volt Input @ 18mAmps per LED

rail installations. When coupled with one of our
mobile Digital Video Recorders (DVRs), the
TransView Remote Status LED will enable imme-

600 mcd LED typical brightness

diate system status updates without direct access to the Verint mDVR. The TransView 4 Color
Status LED has four built-in LEDs. It offers status

RJ-45 Connector for easy install

lights for Power, Video Lost, Manipulation, and
Error Statuses. The 4 Color Status LED is an independent device (external to the DVR), which

5.0” x 1.5” X 0.7” Metal Enclosure

allows it to be mounted independent of the DVR
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in an appropriate location near the driver or
front of the bus for easy viewing.
The TransView 4 Color Status LED - when combined with TransIT Solutions’ wide range of recorders, cameras, and other accessories - pro-
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vides a comprehensive digital video surveillance

Zelienople, PA 16063

solution that helps transit agencies protect passengers, protect property, and reduce frivolous
lawsuits
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